LUMBEE TRIBE OF NORTH CAROLINA

CLLR-2019-0125-03

DATE: JANUARY 25, 2019

Eat Smart, Healthy Food Leadership

WHEREAS, The Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina ("Lumbee Tribe") is a recognized American Indian Tribe of the State of North Carolina, subject to the Constitution of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina ("Tribal Constitution") and its inherent powers and self-government, and;

WHEREAS, Article VII, Section 1 of the Tribal Constitution delegates all legislative authority to the Tribal Council of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina ("Tribal Council"), and;

WHEAREAS, American Indians have a high rate of stroke, diabetes, heart disease, high blood pressure and high cholesterol. All of these health conditions and diseases can be prevented and self-managed, and are largely affected by the foods we eat.

WHEREAS, it is the responsibility of the Lumbee Tribe of NC’s group leadership to promote wellness, disease prevention, healthy eating and healthy living among its membership at all times, specifically during tribal events, meetings, catered events, potlucks, community outreach and all tribal functions.

THEREFORE, let it be known that, the Health Committee, and 2019 Tribal Council, recommend that all tribal events, meetings, caterings, potlucks and outreach tribal functions including food and beverages, will include healthy choices in the menus and food options provided to the Lumbee membership.

CERTIFICATION


ATTEST: RICKY BURNETT
Speaker, Tribal Council of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina

Date

ATTEST: WENDY MOORE-GRAHAM
Secretary, Tribal Council of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina

Date
ROLL CALL VOTE RESULTS
CLLR-2019-0125-03 "EAT SMART, HEALTHY FOOD LEADERSHIP"
ADOPTED JANUARY 25, 2019
19 YES, 0 NO, 0 ABSTENTION(S)

District 1: Carvicious Barfield YES
District 2: Sharon Hunt YES
Janie McFarland YES
District 3: James B. Hunt YES
Vacant --------
District 4: Ted Woodell YES
District 5: Wendy Moore-Graham YES
Jarrod Lowery YES
District 6: Larry Chavis YES
Douglas Locklear ABSENT
District 7: Reginald Oxendine YES
Jan Lowery YES
Alvin Mercer YES
District 8: Corbin Eddings YES
District 9: Dewey J McNeill YES
District 10: Marshil Locklear YES
District 11: Frank Cooper YES
District 12: Annie Taylor YES
Michael Chavis YES
District 13: Ricky Burnett YES
District 14: Terry Hunt YES